
Objectives:

To help students:

~ Define univalve as "one shell"  Activity I!.

~ Identi/y the parts of a univalve  Activity 1!.

Compare univalves with each other and with other mollusks  Acti,vities 1,
2!.

~ Recognize a vumbcr Uf local univalve species  Activities 2, 3, 4, 5, 7!.

~ Practice numbers and arithmetic using snails  Activity 6!.

Observe life habits of univalves  Activities 3, 5!.
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Unit Three; The Univalves, Univalve parts and vocabulary  center ! . Univalve
groups  clockwise from left!: limpet, abalone, periwinkle and welk, moon snail, hairy
triton
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A univalve is s mollusk, such as a
snail, with a one-piece shell. In
this unit we' ll be lookin g at the
large class of univalves known as
gastropods. The gastropods
include such spiral-shelled uni-
valves as the snail, whelk and
periwinkle; and such cone- or
dish-shelled univalves as the
limpet and abalone. Good in-depth
references on univalves include
SeasheHs of North America, Marine
.. hells o the ace >c oast and
A meccan eashells  see bibli-
ography

"Gastropod" is Latin for "stomach-
foot," the main part of the body
being the foot with which the
animal travels. Attached directly
to the foot are the head, tentacles
 " feelers" ! and eyes, as well as
internal organs arranged to fit the
contour of the shell. The foot is
soft and vulnerable, even when
retracted into the shell. As a
result, most spiral-shelled gas-
tr opods have evolved a hinged
piece of shell called the "oper-
culum," which the animal uses as a
door to close the entrance to the
shell as it withdraws.

T he shape of the operculum, of
course, depends upon the shape of
the opening to be closed. Some
opercula are paper � thin and others
are thicl- "nd horn y-;ike shell ...

Several types have been used by
native cultures as jewelry.
Youngsters often find dozens of
round, translucent, amber opercula
during beach field trips.

Gastropods such as the limpet and
abalone don't need oper cula; they
just pull down tight against what-
ever they' re on, and sometimes
with incredible suction t

While gastropods are alive, their
shells are covered with an outer
skin called the "periostracum,"
which can be thin and laquer-like,
velvety, or even hairy or bristly
 as on the tritons!.

The radula is a long, file-like
tongue in the mouth of most
gastropods, used by some to drill
hole s through the shells of vic-
tims, and by others to scrape
microscopic plant food from rocks
and other surfaces.

Some gastropod s also have
siphons, with which they draw in
water.

Univalves found in fresh water are
the familiar snails. Generally,
they are the same as saltwater
univalves in structure and form.
Some have operculums, others do
not. Some breathe with a lung,
some with gills. Students may
find disc, or flat, spiral snails, or
those with spires that twist to a
point.



uniling.ual
unique
united

universe

unicorn

unicolor

unicycle
uniform

Materials:
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Activity 1
Introduction to Univalves

sample univalve shells
~ pictures of univalves
~ worksheet:

...Univalve Vocabulary �A!

Procedure:

1.. kland out the shells. Ask
students:

~ Why do you think the uni-
valve inside is smooth?  to
prevent injury to the soft-
bodied animal inside!

~ Why do you think the uni-
valve is rougher on the
outside? {to provide pro-
tection from elements, weath-

ering!

~ Do you think the animal that
lives inside the univalve has
bones?  no! Why?  the
univalve shape makes bones
inappropriate!

~ What is your favorite part of
the univalve?

~ l f you had a big univalve,
what would you make out of
it?

2. Early in the discussion, ask
students to focus on the word
"univalve." Having already
learned about bivalves, they
should be able to guess a t
the word's meariing. I A
univalve is an animal with
only one part  uni! to its
shell  valve!]. Ask the class
to think of other words with
the prefix "uni." Discuss the
word mern lings . Some
suggestions:

3, Use the worksheet to point
out and label important shell
parts. Explain that, inter-
nally, the univalve has many
of the same structures found
in o bivalve, but in the
univalve, those organs are
most often twisted into the

spiral shell. Externally, the
univalve has tentacles and

eyes, both of which the
bivalve lacks.



Materials:

Procedure:

Background:

Activity 2
Individual Dif ferences

The whelk s are amon g Alaska's
most decorative univalves.

Known scientifically as Nucella
lamellosa, the whelks are extremely
variant in size, shape and color.
Some have flared shells, some
frilled, some sculpted. As a
result of the wide variety, whelks
in Alaska are known by many
names, including "frilled dog-
winkle a tlwrinkled thaiS " and
"wrinkled purple"  purple refer-
ring to a dye made from the
crushed shel1, not the shell color!.

~ a number of Nucella lamcllosa

 whelk! shell~s, e consider-
able variatior.

worksheet:

...Whelk �B!

1. Pass out whelk shells to

students seated in a circle.

2. Point out that like people,
whelks are individuals. Ask

students to see how many
different colors, shapes and
patterns they can find. Clan
anyone find a color that no
other shell hss?

3. Ask students to get acquaint-
ed with their whe1k "friends."

Then have them close their

eyes while you g ather the
wh elks�. Put them in the

center of the circle and have

the students. one-by-one,
pick their whelk from among
the rest. If the shells show

great variety, the students
can choose them by touch by
passing them around the
circle while blindfolded.

4. Use the worksheet to review

the whelk.
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Activity 3
Moon Snail Attacks

The moon snail, or "arctic n tica"
  N ati ca claus a!, usually i. light
brown, though surf-worn shells
may be white. Kloon snails often
are used as homes by hermit crabs
when the crabs outgrow the small-
er periwinkle and margarite shells.
The arctic natica and the pale
northern  Polinices pallida! moon
snails both grow .;hells about 1 1/2
includes long; but I,cvis' moon snail
 Polinices lewissii!, found only in
southern southeast Alaska, grows
to five inches.

The moon snail has an extremely
large foot and mantle, which when
spread out is much larger than the
shell. Nonetheless, the moon snail
is able to pull all this oversized
body back inside the shell.
Sometimes the perfectly I ound
holes you see in clam shells are
made by the radula of a moon
snail. The moon snail is a
carnivore  meat eater!, feeding on
clans and other creatures.

The "sand collar" is the eg g case
o f the moon sn ail . It is large,
nore or less in the shape of the
snail's expanded body, and looks
something like a "plumber's friend"
 rubber suction cup! . The eggs
are hc!d together by a gelatinous
"glue," encrusted with sand or
fine-crushed shell. The texture of
the sand collar will vary with the
different sands <rom beach to

beach.



Materials:

~ open space
~ rloon snail sheIIs

~ mollusk shells with small holes

in them

~ worksheet:

...Moon Snail {3C!

Vocabulary:

~ radula

~ byssal threads
~ predator

Procedure:

1. Show students mollusk shells

with holes in them. If you
have none, ask students i f
they have ever seen shells
with holes.

Ask students to hypothesize
how the shell raight get such
a hole. Could a person make
similar hole s? What i s the

r feature of shells? { liard!
wIlat happened to the animal
inside the shell with the hole?

 eaten!

Explain that some univalves
are predators that eat other
mollusks. One such predator
is the moon snail, which
attaches itself to mollusks and

slowly drills a hole ill the
shell with its radula. Some
mollusks can fight back.
Mussels try to "tie down" the
moon snail by at taching
byssal threads to its shell.

Play a variation of "frozen
tag" imitating the moon snail,
mussel and byssal thread.
Have most of your class he
mussels. Start with three

moon snails a.nd one byssal
thread. ~'lussels must run in

pairs, since they usually
occur in clumps. In a large,
open space such as a
gymnasium, the moon snails
chase the mussels. When

ta gged, both the moon snail
and the mussels freeze,
holding hands. The moon
snail and the mussels must

stay attached until the moon
snail counts to ten. If a

hyssal thread touches the
moon snail before counting to
ten, the nussels are free and
the moon snail becomes a

byssal thread. If the moon
snail succes.,fully completes
the count to ten, the mussels
become moon snails. Play
ends when there are no

longer any moon snails or
mussels  or when everyone is
tired! .

Discuss worksheets and moon

snail parts.
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Hairy triton:

4

Materia Is:
5,

Procedure:

6.
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Activity 4
Hairy Triton - Name That Shell

The hairy triton  Fusitriton

Alaska beaches. Students can

recognize them by their delicate
pink shell, covered with a brown
periostracum  outer skin! that has
many stiff, bristle-like projections.

~ hairy triton shell
~ smooth mollusk shell

~ 2 peper lunch sacks
~ work sheet:

...~Heir Triton  SD!

l. Ffave students, one at a time,
put their hands simultaneous-
ly into one bag with a hairy
triton, and into another with
a different mollusk. 'Ãithout
revealing the name of either
shell, have students give one

wor d for differences in how

the two shells feel. Continue
until students run out of
adjectives.

U sing the same procedure,
ask for words that describe
similarities, Prompt both with
questions about texture,
shape, hardness and size.

Reveal the shells. Ask

students to help you name the
hairy triton, using some of
the descriptive words already
elicited. 'LUrite these names
on the board.

Explain that a commort ly used
name for this shell is "hairy
triton," then write it on the
board. Explain that in
ancient Greek mythology, the
triton was a being who lived
in the ocean; consequently,
"hair y triton" means "hairy
one that lives in the sea."

Compare this mear ing with
the names the class thought
of. Emphasize that their
name ideas can he just as
appropriate as the one in
common usage, as names are

decided simply to help people
understand what others are

talking about. But ask the
class what would happen if
students and teachers

changed names everv morn-
ing�'f

Use the Hairy Triton wortt-
sheet to renew.



Procedure:

Activity 6
Limpets

Materials:

Vocabulary:

~ limpets
~ radula
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Also known by the descriptive
name of "Chinamen's hats," limpets
 Diodora aspera, Acm sea mitra!
can be seen almost anywhere along
the Alaska coast line, clinging to
rocks as they graze on algae.
Because individual limpets of each
species can vary in size, coloring
and markings, it is difficult to tell
the species apart. Alaska has
several, and maybe even some
hybrids! Students usually are
interested to learn that in addition
to the larger limpets common on
rocks, tiny versions of the same
animals can be seen clinging to
eelgrass and seaweed.

~ limpet shells
~ pictures or photos of limpets
~ construction paper

crayons
~ scissors

~ tape
~ worksheet:

...~Lim et �E!

l. After showing the limpet
shells, pictures and work-
sheet, discuss the great
variations among the shells.

2. Have students draw limpet
features on oval pieces of
paper, using the red shells
as models.

3. Cut the limpet illustrations to
the center of the oval and
overlap the edges, taping
them together to form thr ee-
dimensional limpets,

4. The teacher can make a
radula ahead of time, or
roughly sketch one now,
explaining that it is the key
to limpet survival. The
limpets wander over rocks or
seaweed at night, scraping
algae.



5. Ilave students simulate limpets
returning to their resting
spots after a night of scrap-
ing. line up students on one
side of the ronm. Take two

of the students' limpets.
I'lave a st»dent close his or
her eyes and place the radula
under one limpet. The
student open s his or her
eyes, and then guesses which
limpet covers the radula, A
correct guess allows the
student to take one step
forward. For an incor rect
guess, the student remains
still. Let each student guess
in turn. The object is to
reacl> the other side of the
room before mornin g arrives.
The winner is the first tn
r each the opposite wall.
Urge studer ts on bv . aying
the sun is coming and that
morning wHI snnn arrive.
Once studer ts get the hang
of the game, you can split
them into groups of four nr
five, with one studernt taking
over hiding the radula. 'The
winner then becomes the

radula hider.

6. Discuss and rnlor the work-
sheet.

Activity 6
Count the Snails

Background:

Rocky tidepool areas visited on
field trips generally contain hun-
d reds of thousands of small snails

often overlooked by youngsters
distracted by the more conspicuous
tidepool life, hlany of these sma'1
snai's are strikingly beautiful, and
worth a closer look. They can be
found grazing among the rock
algae. The majority of Alaska
gastropods are less than 5 mm in
greatest dimension. Adults are
sometimes as small as 0.8 mm.

Some of the more notable small

snails include:

~Wlar .::ite ~uillus. ttometimee
called the "pearly snail," this is
one of the prettiest. Its shell is
I'htkish when wet, and pinkly or
bluishly iridescent ";nside. I'or
classroom viewing, a dish of water
v, il! display the colors «t their

t d
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Materia Is:

Procedure:
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The wide-chink, or Lacuna
carinata, is a very small, smooth
snaQ, usually dark brown. Stu-
dents probably will notice its egg
cases before they see the snails
t hem selves� . The cases look like
tiny, yellow  or light green!
doughnuts adhering to seaweed.
I f you look at them with a hand
lens, the cases reveal many tiny
dots � eggs actually � inside the
jelly-like "doughnuts."

The Sitka periwinkle  Littorina
sitkanal comes in a variety oF
colors an. d markings, often dark
brown, sometimes with orange or
gold bands. Intertidal snails,
periwinkles ai e found high up on
the beach--on rocks. pilings,
driftwood or seaweed. If the sun
becomes too warm when the tide is

out, the periwinkle can crawl down
under the moist seaweed and close

its operculum.

Periwinkles not only can stay out
of water for a long time, they
need to be out of water part of
the time. The littorines are

something between a sea creature
and a land creature, able to spend
about half their time out of water.
If kept in a pan of water, they
will climb up the side--and some-
times right on outI

~ many little snail shells col-
lected from beach  beach
pebbles can be subsituted if
snails are not available!

. egg cartons  one per student
or group of students!
glass "pickle" jar

1. Show students a jar full of
snail shells and have them

guess how manv there are.
Offer a prize to the person
guessing rlosest, or offer tn
let that person do the activity
first.  Coun t the snails with
students or have them count-

ed ahead of time.!

2.  ' tive each student or group of
students an egg carton and a
pile of shells.

Pave students arrange one
shell in the first compart-
ment, two in the secor d,
three in the thir d and so

forth until all are filled.  If
the shells are too big to fit
twelve into the last compart-
ment, cut cartons in ha1f nr
have one kind of shell eoval

five nr 10 others.!

4. FIave students count or add

how many sl elis they have in
all�.



Activity 7
Abalone

Background:
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5. Use the shells and boxes to
illustrate math problems
through exercises, such as
having students add two to
the five compartment, or
removin p' four from the nine,
and so on.

6. Additional activities include
organizin p snails in compart-
ments by color, size, type or
other characteristics.

Only one abalone species lives in
Alaska, and it is found solely in
the southern part of the state.
Also known as the northern aba-
lone, the pinto abalone  Haliotis
kamtschatkana! lives in rocky
areas near enough to shore so that
its habitat is sometimes exposed by
low tide. Like the limpet, it
scrapes its food from rocky sur-
faces.

The outside of the abalone's shell
is dull red and green, and is often
overgrown with other sea plants
and animals. The inside of the
shell is irridescent with "mother-
of-pearl."



Materials

pie pan or plate
bawl

Vocabulary

money

exchange
mother-o f-pearl
trade

Procedure

3.

4.
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Abalone are good to eat, and in
some places in Southeast Alaska
are gathered commercially by
divers. They are also harv ested
traditionally by southeastern
Alaska Natives for food and for
their shiny shell. The "mother-
of-pearl" was used for decorating
clothes and objects for ceremonial
use. These earLy Alaskans traded
with people of California for their
abalone, which was larger, heavier
and a different color than the
Alaska species. I,ook for both
kinds in Tlingit museums.

Abalone are quite susceptible to
overharvesting, depleting stocks
considerably. According to John
Valentine, a Ketchikan biologist,
abalones have not fared well

anywhere in the world. In an
effort to maintain stocks in this

state, the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game split the harvesting
season for the first time in 1983-

1984. Abalone conservation should

be stressed in both field and
classroom lessons on abalone.

abalone shells, or pictures of
abalone

worksheet:

chalk and chalkboard or

newsprint and marker
20-50 buttons

Introduce abalone to students

using worksheet, abalone
shells, or pictures.

Ask students what they notice
about the shells  whales in
the shell, colon, irridescent
inside! . Key in on irrides-
cence, arid label it "mother-
of-pearl". Explain that early
Alaskans also thought it
pretty, and valued it highly.

Have students help you make
a list of things they would
use the pretty shells far.
Circle those uses that Alaska
Natives might also have done
if they are not on the list.
Add decorate clothing, ad-
dresses, rattles, wooden
serving dishes and other
cermonial items.

Introduce the concept of
trade that Alaska Natives

used to collect abalone and

other shells, such as dental
 see Unit One, Activity
Three! . They exchanged
these "treasures" for items

they could not gather them-



selves. With students,
generate a list of items that
coastal residents could have
traded for, from such dif-
fering groups as: 1! Russian
and American traders  e. g.,
wool blankets, beads, steel
knives and axes!, or 2!
interior or northern Natives
 e. g., moose, caribou,
marks, furs and hides, musk
ox horn, birch bark con-
tainers.!

5. Ask students to estimate how
many shells would have been
necessary for one wool blan-
ket, one beaver pelt, one
knife, and so on.

ice cream

 $3.25!: 5
, plastic sled  $12.!: 20

aluminum soft ball bat
 $40.!: 67
bicycle  $185. !: 308
three-wheeler  $1700. !:
2833

sundae

6. Inform students that today,
divers collect abalone and get
money for them, instead of
trading them for goods. Ask
students how many abalone
they think would pay for a
bicycle, a record album, or
an ice cream sundae, At the
1984 price of abalone
 $2. 40/lb or approximately
.60/abalone!, it would require
the following number of
abalone to purchase the listed
item s  at 1984 Fairb anks

prices!:

Demonstrate stock depletion
by placing a few handsful of
buttons, pokerchips or similar
items in a bowl. Cover the

bowl with a pie pan or plate.
Place some of the buttons in
the plate. Set some buttons
aside. The buttons represent
abalone, the bowl represents
the ocean, and the plate
represents shallow water.

Ask a few students to come

up and collect some, even all,
of the abalone in the shallow
water.

Move some of the buttons
from the bowl to the plate to
represent migration from deep
water reserves, and throw
some buttons into the bowl to

represent reproduction.
Repeat the process a few
times, discussing the import-
ance of deep-water reserves.

Explain to the class that
divers can now gather abalone
from deeper in the ocean.
Remove the plate and have
your "divers" remove abalone
directly from the bowl. Ask
students what could happen
now?  button abalone could

be used up! . Discuss man-
agement strategies that would
still allow harvest, yet would
not wipe ou t the abalone
population.
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Objectives:

To help students:

~ Demonstrate understanding of the distinguishing
characteristics of a chiton, by making a clay chiton
 Activity 1! .

~ Measure chiton lengths with rulers  Activity 1!.

Compare chitons with other mollusk groups  Activity 2!.

P.ecognize a number of local chiton species  Activities 1, 2!.

Explain how and where a chiton usually lives  Activity 3!.

Act out the chiton's diurnal cycle in a game  Activity 3!.
4

Make a chiton button with a chiton phrase  Activity 2!.



chiton  Tonicella lineata! bla k K t hi
Unit Four: Chitons.  Left to right!: giant Pacific chiton C t  ochiton steUer, lined

ac aty chiton  Katharina tunicata!.



Activity 1
Clay Chiton

Materials:

chiton pictures
chiton specimens
clay
rulers

pencils
worksheet:

... Chiton �A!

Procedure:

3.
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"Chitons"  pronounced KI-tuns!
are neither bivalves nor univalves.
They have eight valves, or plates,
and represent the class Polyplaco-
phoro. Alaska's two largest
chitons, the black Katy chiton
 Katharina tunicata! and the giant

leri! have long been used as Tood
by Southeast Alaska Indians.
Both are sometimes called "gum-
boots" because they resemble the
high rubber boots often worn by
seamen. Chitons also are used as

fish bait. Another type of chiton
found in Alaska is the "sea cra-
dle. " I f removed from the rock to
which it clings, it will curl up like
an armadillo t Chitons are known
by a few different names, such as
"armadillos of the sea," "coat-
of-mail shells"   the Greek word
'chiton' means 'coat of mail, ' or
'tunic'!, "cat's cradles," and
"lined chitons"  Tonicella lineata! .

Pass out the worksheets,
shells and pictures.

Ask students what they know
about chitons. How can they
tell it is a mollusk?  external
shell, soft body, a lar ge
muscular foot!

Have someone count the

number of plates, or valves.
Make i t clear that chi ton s
always have eight plates, but
sometimes the plates may be
partially or completely hidden
from view by other parts of
the body.

Pass out rulers. Have stu-

dents measure the chiton
length s, Which is the long-
est? The shortest?



6.

Materials:

Procedure:
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5. Continue examining the chiton
pictures and shells, and
discuss and complete the
works hect.

Relying on specimen and
worksheet models, help the
students make clay chitons.

Ask if any students have
seen chitons on the beach.
I f so, where? Their clay
chitons should be shaped to
best attach to rocks. Explain
that chitons ar'e well-suited
for living on rocks in the
intertidal zone, where they
are continually beaten by
strong waves. Both the
chiton's flexibility and low
profile allow them to cling
tightly to rocks with little
resistance to waves that might
otherwise sweep them away.

8. Students cari use pencils to
draw the plates on the back
of the clay chitons, and to
write their initials on the
undersides.

9. Arrange the students' chitons
on a rock for display,

Activity 2
Distinguishing Chitons

chiton shells or pictures
~ univalve shells or pictures
~ bivalve shells or pictures

paper
crayons

1. Distribute or display chiton
shells.

tW rite "univalve, " "bivalve"
and "chiton" on the boar d.

Ask students to list ways the
three types of mollusks are
the same, and write the
similarities under the head-
ings.

3. Ask for differences. Use
such comparisons as texture,
shape, color, number of
valves, and diet.

4. Ask students what they think
it would feel like to be a
chiton. What would they
think most about?

5. Have students design chiton
buttons containing a rhyme,
catch-phrase, or slogan.



Background:

M ate ria Is:

large playing area

Procedure:
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Activity 3
Sun's Up Chiton

 The game within this activity is a
variation nf the game "red light-
green light."!
Chitons leave protected crevasses
to graze at night. Hy sunrise,
the chitons have returned to their
nook-and-cra»ny homes.

Ask students where they find
chitons. Have they ever seen
chitons move? I f so, when?
 evening or night? ! Why
would they move?  to eat as
they are grazers and are
scraping algae from rocks!

Why don't they feed during
the day?  exposure to pred-
ator s and dehydr ation from
sun!

Have students role-play
chitons. Choose one student

or yourself to be the sun.

Line students along one side
of the playing area. The sun
stands across from the chi-

tons, facing them. The
chitons' "home" line is even

wltl'1 the sun.

4. The object is for the chitorrs
to reach their home line.

They may do this only at
night when the sun's back is
to them.

5, The sun turns its back to the

chitons. "Nighttime," says
the sun. While doing so, the
chitons move forward.

6. "Sun's up," the sun says,
and faces the chitons. If the

sun sees any chiton moving,
that chiton must go back to
the starting position.

7. The first chiton to reach the
home line becomes the new
sun.





Objectives:

To enable students to:

~ Identify the octopus and squid  Activity 1!.

~ Explain cephalopod habits and habitat  Activities l, 2!.

~ Demonstrate knowledge about the life of an octopus by creating a story
and play  Activity 3!.

~ Study food-chain basics  Activity 2!.

~ Envision the world of the octopus through art, crafts, games and song
 Activities 2, 3, 4, 5!.
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Unit Five: Cephalopods. Squid and octopus in sea and ecology, and in art, music
and sport.



Cephalopods, which include such
animals with spooky r eputations as
the squid and the octopus, are
gr'aceful, curious-but-shy crea-
tures that can change colors in a
split second. They can alsn crack
crab with strong, bird-like beaks,
stare about the ocean with human-

like eyes, and swim by jet propul-
sion. The eephalopod s r ange in
radial spread from a few inches to
as much as 32 feet.

In the c ctopus, special pigment
cells called "chromatnphores" can
he expanded and contracted to
change the octopus from white to
deep red in one-tenth of a second.
The sq uid, too, can cha~ ge color,
through a bio]umineseence that
enables it to "blink" � -from a glow-
ing white, to red, to green.

Considered the most inte'.ligent
invertebrate, the octopus has an
advanced nervous system, as well
as eyes similar to humans'. The
octopus is curious about its sur-
roundings, but is usually shy
when approached. It is undeserv-
ing of its reputation of ferocity,
even though both the octopuses
and squids have sharp beaks
strong enough to crack crab, and
arms Iong enough to be used bnth
to capture prey and transfer' food
to the mouth.

The squid, unlike the octopus, has
eight regular ar ms, plus two Iong
tent,":cle-like arms. The tentacles

are used to capture fish, the arms
to hole' the food. The squid also
has a fragile internal-shell remnant
that the' octopus lacks. This
squid "bone" is ground up and
used in toothpaste. Squid beaks
are the cause of ambergris, which
is a perfume fixative taken fror.
the intestine of sperr, whale.
Amber p.'ris is fc rmed when the
squid beak becomes tangled in the
whale intestine. Some squid in
Alaska seas s per d their ent! re
lives in open water. 3 nother
species, a tiny animal that grows
to only about four ir ches long,
lives on thr. ocean floor. The
eggs of squid that live in open
water dri ft free1y, but the
bottom-dwelling squid lay their
eggs in clusters on the sea floor.
[! n]ike the female octopi, however,
the female sruid do not guard
their eggs.

Female octopi do not eat for the
six months that they tend their
eggs in caves; some die soon after
the eggs hatch.

Octopi and squid protect them-
selves b~ ejecting dark ink, which
forms a protective fog in the
water. This ink used to be



Materials:

~ mollusk

~ Ccphlapoda
~ tentacles
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gathered from squid in the
Mediterranean and sold as sepia
ink. Though squid ink is no
longer gathered commercially,
Diane Tillion, an Alaskan artist,
collects octopi in Kackemak Bay
and uses their ink as a medium for
her art.

Both squid and octopi are eaten by
people in many parts of the world.
Japan, Newfoundland and Spain
have commercial fisheries for
squid. The annual squid and
octopus harvest worldwide repre-
ser ts the world's second largest
fisheries harvest.  Oysters are
number one. ! Alaska imports
millions of pounds of octopus from
Japan ever y year for use as bait
in halibut fishin g. Some people
are considering starting an octopus
fishery in Alaska.

Activity 1
Introduction to Cephaiopoda

~ octopus and squid pictures
~ "T he Octopus" film   distribu-

ted by Time-Life Video Dis-
tribution Center, 100 Eisen-
hower Dr'., P. O. Box 644,
Pasamus, NJ 07652!
octopus and squid specimens
 available from grocery stores
or local fishermen!

~ octopus puppet  see Unit
Seven, Activity 1, or Lunch
Bag octopus; Unit Five
Activity 3!

~ work sheets:

...~Octo us �A!

...~Suid �B 

VOCabulary: NOTE: Thc variOuS
spellings and usages of the words
octopus and squid can be confus-
in p'. C'one rally, the plural s are
octopi and squid. The alternate
plurals, "octopuses" and "squids,"
are used when referring collective-
ly to more than one species of
either octopus ox squid  as in "the
widely varied octopuses and squids
of the Pacific Ocean" !.



Procedure:

2.

~ suction cups
~ beak

~ eyes

l. Using the puppet 'Spineless,'
 see Unit Seven, Activity I!
introduce the octopus to the
class as a member of the
mollusk community.

Ask students what they know
about octopi. Make a list of
questions on the board, and
record the class's initial
response.

Is the octopus timid and shy,
or fierce and scarey?

~ Is the octopus a devoted
parent?

~ Does the octopus eat people,
tish, crabs, or something
cise?

Are al! octopuses big?

Where do octopi live?

~ Are octopi, with their many
legs, clumsy and awkward or
graceful swimmers?

Ar r octopi always the same
color or can they chan ge
colors?

3. Show "The Octopus" film.
A fter the Qlm, review the
questions written on the
board.

4. Discuss octopus and squid
similarities and differences.

5. Use the specimens to point
out octopus and squid parts,
and elaborate on behaviors

pointed out in the 61m,

6. Pass the octopus or squid
around on a tray. leave
students examine the tenta-

cles, suction cups, beak and
eyes.

7. Use the S uid and Octopus
worksheets or review.



Activity 2
Procedure:

Ask students if they would
like to eat octopus or squid.
How do their attitudes differ

regarding chicken, beef, crab
or fish? 'What does the

octopus eat?  crab! Has any
of them ever eaten crab?

Some squid eat fish and are
in turn eaten by whales.

Materia Is:

~ hot dogs
~ knife

pot
~ water

~ heat source

~ worksheet:

...~Bun ry Octopus ~Son
�C!

Vocabulary:

~ octopus
~ squid
~ food chain

Show students how the ocean

community is linked together
by a food chain, using the
examples illustrated. Vg'hat
would happen to the octopus
if there were no crabs?

Slice the hot dogs into quar-
ters  as shown! for about
two-thirds of their lengths.
R oil. The "le gs" will tu r n
outward. Note that while the

hot dog looks like an octopus,
the real octopus will have
twice as many legs.

Sing the ~Hun ry ~Octo us
~Son and eat the hot dogs.



Materials:
Materials:

Procedure:

Procedure:
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Activity 3
Lunch Bag Octopus

~ 'lunch bags
scissors

felt-tip marker
construction or butcher paper
tape

~ newspaper or scrap paper

1. Stuff the paper bag with
scrap paper or newspaper,
and tie the open end shut.
Draw eyes.

2. Cut 12-inch strips of the
construction or butcher paper
for legs. Weave two strips
together.

3. Tape, glue or staple eight
legs to the bottom of the bag.

4. Use these octopi as characters
for a play. initiate the play
by asking students what it is
like to be an octopus. Create
the play by doin g a chain
story. Have one student
start with a segment in the
life of an octopus. Each
student then in turn adds a»
"act" or incident.

Activity 4
Construction Paper Octopus

SC1SSO1 S

construction paper
crayon

1. Cut out a dome-shaped piece
of paper for the "head" of
the octopus.

Cut eight strips of construc-
tion paper for legs Curl the
legs by wrapping the st rip s
around a pencil or crayon, or
by using a scissor edge.
Fasten legs to head.

4. U se these octopi as covers for
S ea W eek workbooks or hang
them decoratively.



Activity 5
Octopus Race

Materials:

Procedure:
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~ enthusiasm

~ energy

large, open space

1. Ask students how many legs
an octopus has.  eight!
How many do each of the
st uden t s have? How many
students will it take to make
an octopus? Divide the class
into groups of four  with
maybe a six- or 10-leg ged
octopus thrown in, so no one
is left out!.

2. Arrange four students as a
demonstration to i11ustrate
how an octopus is formed.
Have each nf the four stand

with his or her back to all
the others, then link elbows,
with the students on each
side.

3. Have each group of four
arrange themselves into an
octopus and then practice
movin g .

4. Line up the students, then
draw a parallel line about 20
or 30 yards away.

5. The race is on! The winning
octopus must run to the
opposite line and return with
all its legs.

6, For greater challen ge, begin
the race with the octopi
sitting, then standing and
maneuvering past obstacles
during the run.

7. Discuss the complexity of the
octopus nervous system,
which must control all these
legs. Was it easy making
eight le gs work together?
Octopi are the "smartest" of
all invertebrates.


